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Banking on Big Data
Nicolasi has a vision of running a nouveau French restaurant.
His grandmother’s cooking, which has its origins in the
French Basque Country, has taken on an avant-garde twist
ever since she arrived in the US. His friends like her cooking
style and Nicolas believes he is ready to give a shot at
entrepreneurship on the back of his grandma’s creativity. At
the moment, he is discussing a loan with his banker. But, this
is where the “I-dream-of-owning-a-restaurant” story takes a
turn. The banker has decided to advance Nicolas the
working capital, but, in addition, has some fine business
advice. Would Nicolas like to know the best locations in the
city for a nouveau French restaurant and the price point at
which it can garner customer loyalty much faster? Nicolas is
all ears.

Regulatory pressure has been forcing banks to invest in more data
acquisition, storage, licenses, security, AMCs and people to manage the
data. Practically every bank today has a big data implementation in terms
of Hadoop running on their IT systems. But not all can generate revenue
from data – turning a liability into an asset.
Banks find themselves at the intersection of advanced technology and
sophisticated customers in a world gone digital. The data coming-in from
IVR, web, mobile devices, ATMs, kiosks, CRM, surveys, social networks and
partner services can lead to superior personalization of services.
Using advanced analytics on top of Big Data, customer data can help retail
banks solve business problems far more complex than those faced by
Nicolas. Banks are in the process of transforming their traditional data
warehouses into information delivery platforms or ‘Insights-as-a-Service’
– an area that can aid service diversification and improve profitability.

Many banks would be happy to give Nicolas a loan. Not many would be

‘Insights-as-a-Service’ will help retail banks go beyond non-interest

able to add an invaluable service that opens a new revenue stream for the

income products. Banks can also improve top-line growth by acquiring

bank. For Nicolas, the bank sifts through its growing stockpile of customer

new customers, efficient customer servicing through customer lifetime

and transactions data – acquired largely due to regulatory requirements

value maximization, by cross-selling/up-selling new products and services,

– and churns out remarkable insights. The bank can also help Nicolas

and preventing customer attrition.

acquire customers through targeted promotional campaigns. The bank
examines demographic data, income groups, preferences and spend
patterns, behavior indicators by area codes and mashes it with social and
mobile data, to come-up with great business insights for Nicolas. This is
the power of Big Data!
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Drivers for Big Data Analytics in Retail Banking

• Need for higher level of transparency as demanded by authorities and stakeholders
• Increasing incidence of risk and compliance violation
• Customer due diligence
• Fraud detection and security

Risk and
compliance
requirements
• Digital products as an enabler to all financial and banking
needs 24x7
• Using advanced analytics, social media and gasification for
proactively engaging and advising the customer 24x7 via mobile

Increasing
Digital
Footprint

• Unified customer view
• Omni-channel customer experience through integration
of channel

Next gen banking
key business drivers

• Shift from campaign-based acquisition to event & real-time
based customer acquisition based on business event

Unified channel
Experience

processing and decision management

• Telecoms, Fintech startups and technology disruptors are
venturing into the field of banking
• Creation of digital ecosystem to provide new products
and services
Digital
Challengers

• Increased customer demands

• Using analytics for process optimization
End-to-End
Process
Optimization

• Data analytics-led decision making process
• Going digital to enhance operational efficiency and reduce cost
• Enabling employees digitally

Fig 1: Drivers for Big Data Analytics in Retail Banking
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Big Data has a way of solving the leading challenges the industry faces that old methods cannot. These include the following:

Meeting New Customer Demands: Technology companies like Google and Facebook are
setting new customer expectations. As a consequence, customers want scores of new features from their
banks as wellii . Big Data is doing this in three ways: by helping identify the services that customers want;
by helping identify the price points for new services and forecasting ROI; and by helping customization
of services.

Managing Customer Lifetime Value: Big Data can surface campaign strategies to acquire new
customers, track customer response across channels, and adjust channel investments. Insights from Big
Data can drive offers that matter to individual customers rather than generic approaches with
non-optimal returns. Successful on-boarding can be followed with precise cross-selling, up-selling and next
best offers.

Restricting High Cost of Operations: Channel ROI can be maximized by using Big Data to
identify locations where new physical branches need to be established, scaled-down or shut; data can flag
services that can make branches profitable; and it can establish cost-effective channels for customer
outreach, interaction and service.

Dealing with Regulatory Scrutiny: Banks are not sure how regulatory scrutiny will shape-up in
the future. But as banks are held more accountable, their stores of Big Data will strengthen their positions
vis-à-vis compliance by providing signals that aid early fraud detection.

Emerging Core: Leading to Data Independence and
Transparency One of the key challenges in banking has been the data
silos created due to multi-product/multi-LOB scenario and the data
(structured and un-structured) being buried amidst multiple databases
and core systems. Retail banks are exploring setting-up a common data
repository that lies between front office (channels/touchpoints) and back
office (core systems). A replica of all customer data and transactional
data, including financial and non-financial data, is pulled-up and held in a
common repository that forms parts of the middle office layer also
referred by us as “Emerging Core”. This has been touted to be the best
approach to deal with the digital disruption – increasing the speed and
agility to leverage customer data.

The set-up of this common data repository, aligned with the maturity and
size of the bank is essential. Once consolidated, Big Data can turn into the
underlying engine for building unassailable customer intimacy, creating
new revenue streams, lowering cost of existing operations and risk
management. APIs and Open Source technologies along with new
approaches like Emerging Core are helping organizations to get their
arms around huge volumetric data and make the prospects of gaining
insights faster in a cost effective way. It is easy to see why banks taking
bold steps with Big Data will lead the future.

i

Our fictitious example who helps explain the business magic that data can conjure

ii

For example, they want hashtag banking on a social media platform or the ability to transfer funds directly to friends using just an email ID like PayPal.
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